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Introduction 

Atamis 3.0 Spring ‘23 will be available for general release on week commencing 27th of March. We are 
pleased to announce that this release contains improvements to current functions of the system 
together with new developments. 

As with all Atamis releases, some features are disabled by default and new fields and buttons may not 
be automatically added to your page layouts. This is to prevent over-riding custom page layouts. If 
there are features you would like activated, please contact Atamis Support. 
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What’s new in Atamis 3.0 – Spring ‘23 

Atamis SRM 

Introducing new interface for Supplier Assessments 

In Spring ’22, a new object “Supplier Assessments” was introduced. 

The purpose of this object is to allow the periodic assessment of suppliers. The object comes with the 
flexibility for the client to determine the assessment type, and it would need to be configured in 
accordance with custom fields and relevant page layouts. 

The Supplier Assessment also contains an automation which uses the Requirement object of Atamis 
TM. Requirements can be connected to specific fields within the Supplier Assessment and can be 
scheduled to be issued to the suppliers periodically. Upon every submission, the system will create a 
Supplier Assessment record containing all the information submitted by the supplier - including 
attachments. 

If clients are using Atamis TM to issue Supplier Assessments, the interface on the Atamis Supplier 
Portal is not changed, therefore the supplier could not differentiate between tenders and supplier 
assessments. 

With this release, we are introducing a new interface specific for Supplier Assessments. The aesthetic 
of the page will look the same, but the context will be specific to Supplier Assessments, creating a 
distinction between the two areas of the Atamis portal. 

For example, on this page, we will amend the wording, so it doesn’t mention anything related to 
tenders, i.e. instead of displaying “My proposals and Quotes”, we will display “My Supplier 
Assessments”. 
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Atamis CM 

Introducing DocuSign Envelope History as PDF 

The DocuSign area in Atamis provides a “History” area which shows the changes to fields on the 
DocuSign record. However, this area does not provide the “DocuSign History” file as provided by 
DocuSign itself. 

With this release we are introducing a PDF file which will display the DocuSign Envelope history. This 
PDF is created by using the detailed audit information from the DocuSign service for each envelope 
sent from Atamis. The PDF will be available for download or by saving it on the relevant Contract 
Document record in Atamis. 

eWitness for DocuSign 

DocuSign eWitness is a feature of DocuSign eSignature that allows organisations to enable signers to 
identify up to two witnesses to sign an agreement simply and electronically. 

Atamis has an integration with DocuSign and clients currently using this service can send documents 
for signature and track their progress in Atamis. With this release, Atamis is introducing the eWitness 
function provided by DocuSign. 

Please note that this functionality requires activation. Once activated, the following new field will be 
added to the Contract Document page:  Would you like to use DocuSign eWitness?. 

 

Furthermore, we are pleased to introduce a time-saving automation which the users will benefit from. 
Checking this box when creating a Contract Document record will create an eWitness Signatory for 
both Supplier and Buyer. eWitness records can be removed by deleting them from the Document 
Signatories related list. 

 

After the Contract Document is created, the user can navigate to the Document Signatories related list 
and add in contact details for every eWitness record. Users can specify where the eWitness signature 
should be placed on the page by using the Text Anchor. 
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Please note that there is no change to the current process of creating and sending documents for 
signature via Atamis. 

If you would like to discuss more details about this new function and how to activate it, please contact 
Atamis Support. 

Atamis TM (Setup) 

Allow the creation of Sub-Folders within the Internal Document Folders 

Current Internal and Contract Document Folders function does not allow sub-folders. With this release 
we introduce the ability to create a maximum of 4 layers of Sub-Folders. 

The release of this function will also allow you to make Sub-Folder(s) visible to awarded suppliers. 
Please note that the release of this function will not automatically share current Sub-Folders and these 
will have to be manually shared with the Team by refreshing the Sharing Rules on the respective 
Procurement or Contract record. 

Furthermore, the current Sub-Folders will not be automatically visible to the awarded supplier. The 
folder must be made visible to the awarded supplier by navigating to each Sub-Folder or to the Parent 
Folder and tick the “ Visible to Awarded Supplier?” checkbox. 

Introducing a new validation rule on Requirement Sections 

Users can amend Requirements and Requirement Sections once the procurement is live and the 
suppliers are responding to the requirements. With this release, we introduce a validation where users 
are not allowed to delete Requirement Sections if Suppliers have already started to respond. 

There is already a validation in the system to stop users from deleting requirements linked to 
responses, but with this release we are extending this to Requirement Sections as well. 

If Requirement Sections must be deleted, please contact Atamis Support and a member of the team 
can assist with this requirement. 

Allow deletion of Procurement Team Members (PTMs) 

Clients using the Procurement Team Members can specify which users have access to that specific 
Procurement Project by creating a Procurement Team Member record. 

Users can create PTMs but they can’t delete them. With this release we are introducing a new 
checkbox field on the PTM page. Users who have this box checked will be able to delete PTMs related 
to the respective project. 

This function requires activations. Please contact Atamis Support if you would like this activated. 
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Atamis TM (Publish) 

Introducing a new validation on Find a Tender (FTS) Notices 

With this release we are introducing a new validation related to field “IV.1.3.6 Justification for 
duration” on Prior Information Notices (PINs) and Contract Notices published to Find a Tender Service 
(FTS).  

Add Sorting to Lots when published on FTS 

Users of Atamis TM can create and publish FTS notices including FTS Notices with Lots. 

Currently, the system is publishing and sorting the display of the Lots based on the date when they 
have been created in Atamis. Upon deployment of this release, the system will publish and sort the 
Lots based on their title. 

 

Atamis TM (Evaluation) 

Improvements to the Add Evaluator interface 

The “Add Evaluator” process in Atamis allows users to add evaluators who can score all or some 
Requirements within a Requirement Section. 

On the current interface, the Team Member name is displayed in the centre of the list of requirements. 
This display requires the user to scroll up and down to see the Team Member’s name. 

With this release, the name of the Team Member will be repeated for every requirement displayed on 
the page. This allows the user to see what each Team Member is set to evaluate regardless of where 
they are on the page. 

Display of full Evaluator Comments on the Response page  

Users can view evaluator comments on the same page when moderating supplier responses. At the 
moment, however, the page does not display full comments and users must open a separate page to 
view them. In this release, Atamis will introduce a toggle allowing users to view comments in full. 

This toggle will be displayed on every evaluation record. 

 

This function requires activation. If you would like this function activated, please contact Atamis 
Support. 
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Atamis TM (Message Centre) 

Introduced new error handling on Message Centre 

Users of Atamis TM can store Files within Supplier Document Folders and Internal Document Folders. 
Files stored in these areas can be attached to communications sent via the Message Centre. 

We have identified that file names containing the semicolon punctuation mark (;) can cause an error 
when attached to a message in the Message Centre. 

With this release we are introducing an error handling process to address this special character. Upon 
deployment, this error will no longer occur. 

Search box added to the Message Centre 

Atamis is pleased to introduce an innovative search function within the Message Centre.  

A search box will be made available allowing users to enter words or words in quotation marks for an 
exact match. Search results will in turn display all messages matching the search criteria entered by the 
user. The new search box will be placed in the Message Centre within the following area (see 
screenshot below): 

 

Introducing page navigation in the Message Centre 

To enhance navigation in the message centre, page numbers for dialogues will be introduced. The 
interface will display the page numbers for 10 pages at a time. 

Arrow icons will also be added prompting users to navigate the following 10 pages, or alternatively go 
directly to the last page.  

Example: Page 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10… > >> 

 

Each page number will be highlighted in blue, indicating which page the user is on. The page 

numbers act as hyperlinks directing users to the page they click on.  

With the introduction of this feature, the Previous and Next buttons will be removed. 
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New Report button added to the Message Centre 

A new button called Message Report will be made available on the Message Centre.  

When users click on this button they will be directed to a report where dialogues can be viewed.  

They will also have the option to export the dialogues to Excel if they should choose to do so. 

 

This function requires activation. Please contact Atamis Support if you would like to have this 
activated. 

Ability to draft messages without selecting suppliers 

User of Atamis TM can use the Message Centre to respond to clarification questions or conduct other 
communications with suppliers bidding on the projects. 

Currently when creating a new message, users are prompted to select a supplier as a recipient. A 
condition will be introduced in this release allowing users to skip this step and add suppliers later on in 
their workflow. Furthermore, a new button Edit Recipients will be added to the draft message page 
allowing users to review and edit the message recipients before sending the message to suppliers. 

 

Message Centre User Interface Improvements 

This release will contain several improvements to the User Interface when using the Message Centre. 

Buttons have been renamed and additional guidance has been added to the page which the user is 
taken to when they create a new message.
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The Available to all Suppliers? button has been renamed to Message available to all Suppliers?. This 
button will be displayed above the “Please select any suppliers...” text. 

Currently the list of suppliers can be filtered by their engagement status. Atamis is pleased to 
announce that a new filter button will be introduced called Project Stage Filter. The new filter will 
allow users to filter the list of suppliers by the following stages: 

• Pre-qualification 

• Tender/RFx 

• Tender/RFx - 2nd iteration 

• Tender/RFx - 3rd iteration 

• Tender/RFx - 4th iteration 

• Tender/RFx - 5th iteration 

Atamis TM (Supplier Portal) 

Display Dependent Requirements on CSV downloaded via Work Offline 

Suppliers can login to the Atamis Supplier Portal to view and respond to opportunities and other 
engagements issued by the client. Responses to Requirements can be entered directly on the Supplier 
Portal interface. However, suppliers can use the Work Offline function which allows them to download 
a CSV file, complete the responses in Microsoft Excel and then upload the responses to the Supplier 
Portal. 

With this release the CSV file will be enhanced by adding additional information. Clients can create 
Requirements in Atamis and establish a dependency between them. The current CSV file downloaded 
through Work Offline does not specify which Requirements are dependent. 

Atamis is pleased to announce that we will be introducing three additional columns on the CSV file, 
which will display the dependent Requirements. Please find below an example of Requirements which 
have dependencies. The dependencies can be identified on the columns on the right. 

 

Below is an example of what the CSV file currently looks like when suppliers download it using Work 
Offline function: 
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With this release we are introducing three columns. Find below an example of what the new CSV file 
will look like. 

 

Note that that columns B, C and D contain information related to the Requirement dependency. 

Cell A1 on the CSV file contains guidance for suppliers. With this change we will also modify the 
guidance as follows: 

Current Guidance: 

“Please enter your responses in cells in Column K on this sheet. Remember to pay attention to any 
character limits on textual responses referenced in column E on this sheet. 

Do not edit the content in columns A-J as this may cause your upload process to fail. 

Please note that Rich Text Area and Attachment type responses are excluded from this download and 
must be completed directly in the system. 

To upload your changes, you must keep exactly the same file format, (i.e., CSV file with the same 
column headings). If you are entering currency values, avoid using pound signs and commas,( e.g., 
enter '1000.00' and not '£1,000.00'. If any responses fail the validation, you will be notified on the 
screen”). 

New Guidance: 

“Please enter your responses in cells in Column N on this sheet. Remember to pay attention to any 
character limits on textual responses referenced in column J on this sheet. 

This download will contain dependent requirements. Responses are required for these Requirements 
only if you have selected one of the dependent options. Column C will mention the dependent 
Requirement and Column D will mention the dependent options. Only complete these responses if you 
have selected a dependent response. 

Do not edit the content in columns A-M as this may cause your upload process to fail. 

Note that Rich Text Area and Attachment type responses are excluded from this download - you need 
to complete those directly in the system. 

To upload your changes, you must keep exactly the same file format, i.e., CSV file with the same 
column headings. If you are entering currency values, avoid using pound signs and commas, e.g. enter 
'1000.00' and not '£1,000.00'. If any responses fail the validation, you will be notified on the screen.”  

Introducing Hover Help on Completion Status Bar 

Across the Atamis Supplier Portal there are several Hover Help icons which provide information related 
to the relevant area. We are pleased to announce that with this release, we are introducing a new 
Hover Help for the Completion Status bar.  

The Completion Status bar is displayed in the following areas of the Atamis Supplier Portal: 

• Project summary page 

• Requirement Section page 

• Response page 
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Please find further information below. 

Project summary page 

A hover help icon will be introduced next to “Completion Status” and will display the following text. 

"The Completion Status graphic is determined by how many required responses you have completed. 
Optional responses are not included. The graphic may change if you have responded to a dependent 
requirement which needs further responses to be completed." 

Requirement Section page 

The current text displayed on the hover help will be updated as follows: "The Completion Status 
graphic is determined by how many required responses you have completed. Optional responses are 
not included. The graphic may change if you have responded to a dependent requirement which needs 
further responses to be completed." 

 

Response page 

The current text displayed on the hover help will be updated as follows: "The Completion Status” 
graphic is determined by how many required responses you have completed. Optional responses are 
not included. The graphic may change if you have responded to a dependent requirement which needs 
further responses to be completed. Responses are auto-saved when users navigate from the current 
page." 
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Improvements to the Supplier Registration Process 

Suppliers can use the Atamis Supplier Portal to engage in activities related to Procurements or 
Contracts. To access the Supplier portal, a Company must create a Portal Account. With this release we 
are improving the current process that the suppliers go through when creating a Portal Account. 

The improvements will address the following: 

• Changing naming convention of buttons displayed on the registration page 

• Improving the guidance displayed on the registration page 

• Enhancing the context of emails that are issued following the actions taken during the 
registration process and introducing the ability for the client to specify a custom support email 
address 

Furthermore, we will introduce a new step in the process which will improve Merge Requests. When a 
Supplier registers on the Atamis Supplier Portal, the system will check if their Company is already 
registered. If it is, the supplier has the option to request to join the Portal Account. We will introduce 
the ability for a request to be declined. The system will automatically create a Portal Account for the 
supplier if their request to join an existing company has been declined. 

Additional Developments and Improvements 

The following developments and improvements have no impact to user experience. 

• We have refactored the Overnight job addressing the Contract Totals displayed on the Supplier 
record 

• Improved the “Start Evaluation” process so the system is using the Supplier unique ID rather 
than their Name 

• We have identified instances where the evaluator or moderator feedback is duplicated on 
supplier bidding letters. The process has been refactored to address this 

• Introduced a new error handler in the Start Evaluation process and the process of assigning a 
project template. This change has no impact on the end-user experience. 

• Introduced additional notifications to monitor FTS/OJEU and Contracts Finder notice 
submission failures. 

• The behaviour of the Download response documents button has been reviewed and refactored 
during this release. 

• Atamis accommodates evaluations of type Pass or Fail, and it generates a graphic on the 
Supplier Bidding page with the Pass/Fail result. With this release, we have amended the logic 
of the graphic to accommodate more procurement procedures such as procurements with lots. 

• DocuSign Signatures are timestamped, so the user knows the date and time of when the 
document has been signed. With this release we have refactored the component which 
determines the Time Zone of the Signature. This is to ensure to that the date and time are 
displayed in the correct time zone. 

• Users can now upload more file types to the Shared Document Folders, including type .xlsb 

• Refactored the Issue an Amendment process to ensure it is compatible with Requirements with 
Dependent Requirements. 
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Postponed Developments and Improvements 

The following feature will not be deployed part of Spring ’23 We are working to re-schedule these 
features as soon as possible. 

Ability to Clone and Link Contracts Finder Notices 

Introducing a new button on the Contract Finder Notice page which will allow the user to Clone an 
existing notice and link them. This process doesn’t apply to Withdrawn Notices or Open Opportunities. 
When a notice is being published to Contracts Finder website from Atamis, it will also mention that it is 
linked to a previously published notice. 
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